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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over this Appeal pursuant to Utah
Code Annotated § 78-2-2(3)(j).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
A.

Issues:

1.

Does the policy of insurance issued by Canal Insurance Company

("Canal") to KC Trucking insuring a tractor and trailer unit, provide No-Fault/PIP
coverage to the trailer, while the trailer is being used by a non-insured vehicle?
2.

in seeking reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP benefits paid to its insured,

was Regal Insurance Company ("Regal") required to comply with the provisions of §
31A-22-310(6)(b), requiring PIP reimbursement issues between insurers to be decided
through mandatory arbitration? In addition, did the trial court err in awarding
judgment to Regal in the amount of $3,000.00 for reimbursement of PIP benefits by
way of this lawsuit, instead of mandatory arbitration?
3.

Did the trial court err in ruling that in addition to the reimbursement of

$3,000.00 in No-Fault/PIP benefits paid to its irsurance, Regal is also entitled to
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penalties, specifically attorneys fees and prejudgment interest, pursuant to the
provisions of § 31A-22-310(5)?
B.

Standard of Review:

This appeal arises from the granting of summary judgment. The standard of
review is one of correctness as to the application of law to the facts without deference
to the trial court. Utah Home Fire Insurance v. Manning. 1999 UT 77, 985 P.2d 243.
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND PROVISIONS
Utah Code Annotated § 31A-22-310(6)(b);
Utah Code Annotated § 31A-22-310(5);
Utah Code Annotated § 31A-21-106(l)(d)(ii).
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case:

This action was initiated by Regal, seeking reimbursement of PIP benefits it paid
to its insured, Christina Chatwin. Canal declined Regal's request for reimbursement on
the basis that Canal's policy did not provide PIP coverage to the trailer while attached
to a non-insured tractor. Further, Canal took the position that even if its policy did
provide PIP coverage, the issue of whether or not Canal or anyone else is liable for
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reimbursement of such PIP benefits paid by Regal to its insured, is subject to
mandatory arbitration pursuant to the provisions of § 31A-22-310(6)(b).
B.

Course of Proceedings:

Regal filed suit against Canal, alleging that its claim for reimbursement of PIP
benefits paid to its insured, is actually a "subrogation" claim taken on behalf of its
insured, that Regal need not comply with the mandatory arbitration provisions
regarding PIP reimbursement and that in addition to the $3,000.00 paid to its insured
for PIP benefits, that Regal was also entitled to prejudgment interest and attorneys fees
incurred pursuant to the provisions of § 31A-22-310(5). Cross Motions for Summary
Judgment were filed by the parties. After submitting Memoranda, the Motions were
argued in the Third Judicial District Court on December 21, 2000 before Judge Ronald
Nehring. The Court issued a ruling in favor of Regal, specifically an Order and
Judgment dated March 1, 2001. (R. 240-241, attached as Addendum "A"), which was
based on the Court's Minute Entry of January 2, 2001. (R. 191-193, attached as
Addendum "B").
The Notice of Appeal was filed March 27, 2001. (R. 243-246).
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
Canal issued a basic automobile liability policy to Allen Cermack dba KC
Trucking. (R. 67-75, attached as Addendum "C"). The policy insured a 1986
Peterbuilt tractor and a 1995 Transcraft Eagle flatbed trailer. On November 11, 1995,
the trailer owned by KC Trucking was borrowed by Donald H. Boyet ("Boyet") and
attached to a tractor owned by Boyet and operated by Kelly J. Devey ("Devey").
(Neither Boyet nor Devey were named as parties in this action). (R. 59).
The tractor operated by Devey pulling the KC Trucking trailer was making a
right-hand turn at the intersection of State Street and 1200 North in Orem, Utah when
the tractor-trailer unit struck Christina Chatwin who was waiting at the curb with her
mountain bike, causing injuries to Chatwin. (R. 31-32).
Chatwin sought medical treatments as a result of her injuries and subsequently
made a claim for No-Fault/PIP payments to Regal, Chatwin's own automobile
insurance carrier. (R. 22). At no time did Chatwin ever make a claim for NoFault/PIP benefits to Canal, the insurer of the trailer, or to the insurers of the tractor.
(R. 157). Regal paid its No-Fault/PIP limits of $3,000.00 to Chatwin for medical
expenses related to the accident. Subsequently, Regal contacted Canal, the insurers of
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the trailer, seeking reimbursement of its $3,000 00 No-Fault/PIP payments made to
Chatwin. A number of letters were sent by Regal to Canal seeking "reimbursement of
the $3,000.00 we paid on behalf of Christina Chatwin as a result of this accident." (R.
102-107).
Canal denied Regal's request for reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP payments made
to Chatwin, based on the fact that the trailer, though listed in Canal's policy, was
attached to an uninsured tractor, that Utah law does not require an insurer to provide
PIP coverage to trailers and that Regal should look to the insurers or owners of the
tractor involved in the accident for reimbursement of its No-Fault/PIP claims. Canal
further declined Regal's request for reimbursement on the basis that even if PIP
coverage did exist on the trailer, the question of No-Fault/PIP reimbursement among
insurance carriers is subject to mandatory arbitration based on the relative fault of the
parties as outlined in § 31A-22-310(6)(b). Canal took the position that any arbitration
should include the owner, operator, and/or insurer of the tractor, since presumably the
accident was caused by the person driving the tractor. (R. 128).
Regal did not seek arbitration nor did it seek reimbursement from the owner,
operator, or insurer of the tractor. Instead, Regal filed suit against Canal, alleging that
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its claim for reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP benefits was in fact a "subrogation claim"
and that Regal was entitled to reimbursement of the $3,000.00 in No-Fault/PIP benefits
paid to its insured, and prejudgment interest and attorneys fees incurred.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The Canal policy provided Personal Injury Protection ("PIP") to its insured, KC
Trucking, and the insured vehicles only to the extent required by Utah law. Utah law
does not require a semi-trailer to be insured for No-Fault/PIP coverage. Since the
trailer listed in Canal's policy was attached to a non-insured tractor at the time of the
accident, the Canal policy did not provide for PIP coverage to die trailer under such
use.
Even if Canal's position on coverage for No-Fault/PIP in connection with the
trailer is incorrect, the legislature has specifically outlined a plan for insurers to seek
reimbursement from other insurers in connection with No-Fault/PIP payments made to
their insureds.
The purpose of No-Fault/PIP coverage is to ensure quick payment of medical
and other benefits to an injured person without regard to fault. Since this may require
an insurance company to pay PIP benefits to its insured when someone else may
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actually be at fault for the accident, the legislature has mandated that insurers seeking
reimbursement from other insurers for PIP benefits paid must do so through mandatory
arbitration based on the relative fault of the parties involved. Canal respectfully
submits that the trial court was in error in allowing Regal to file this legal action against
Canal for reimbursement of PIP benefits paid by Regal to its insured. The trial court
compounded that error by ruling that Regal was also entitled to prejudgment interest
and attorneys fees incurred pursuant to the provisions of § 31A-22-310(5).
The legislature, in order to protect persons involved in an accident and to assure
that insurance companies quickly pay No-Fault/PIP claims, has enacted § 31A-22310(5), which allows an insured who has made a No-Fault/PIP claim to seek
prejudgment interest and attorneys fees against his or her insurance company, if that
insurance company does not pay No-Fault/PIP claims within 30 days. This statute was
never intended to be used by one insurance carrier seeking reimbursement for NoFault/PIP benefits from another insurance carrier. The court erred in ruling that in
addition to reimbursing Regal for $3,000.00 in PIP benefits Regal paid to its insured,
Canal must also pay prejudgment interest and attorneys fees to Regal based on § 31A22-310(5).
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ARGUMENT
A.

Personal Injury Protection Coverage Under the Canal Policy:

Canal initially declined Regal's request for reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP
payments made to Regal's insured based on the fact that the trailer listed in the Canal
policy was being utilized by and attached to a non-insured tractor owned by another
entity that was not a Canal insured, and that the trailer, in and of itself, is not covered
under the PIP Endorsement of the Canal policy. The trial court ruled that the Canal
policy did provide No-Fault/PIP coverage to the trailer. Canal respectfully submits that
such ruling was in error.
Canal issued a policy to KC Trucking, its insured. The policy in its schedule of
vehicles lists a 1986 Peterbuilt tractor and a 1995 Transcraft Eagle flatbed trailer.
Since the policy constitutes a Basic Automobile Liability Policy issued within the State
of Utah to a Utah insured, the provisions for PIP benefits mandated by Utah law are
included in the policy. However, Canal's PIP protection is limited. The policy, under
the "Personal Injury Protection Endorsement" states in part relevant to the facts of this
case as follows:
The company will pay personal injury protection benefits to
or on behalf of each eligible insured person for:
8

a.

medical expenses . . .

With respect to bodily injury sustained by an eligible injured
person caused by an accident involving the use of a motor
vehicle as a motor vehicle. . . .
"Eligible injured person" means . . .
(3) A pedestrian if the accident involves the use of
an insured motor vehicle.
"Insured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle with respect
to which:
a.
The bodily injury liability insurance of the
policy applies and for which a specific premium is charged
and
b.
The named insured is required to maintain
security under the provisions of Title 31A Utah Code
Annotated . . .
The definition of "insured motor vehicle" is specifically limited in the policy to
those motor vehicles with respect to which KC Trucking is required to maintain
security under Title 31A of the Utah Code. Section 31A-22-302(2) specifically states:
Every policy of insurance or combination of policies
purchased to satisfy the owner's or operator's security
requirement of § 41-12a-301, except for motorcycles,
trailers and semi-trailers, shall also include personal injury
protection . . .
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Since Canal's Personal Injury Protection Endorsement only provides coverage as
mandated by Title 31 A, and since § 31A-22-302(2) specifically exempts semi-trailers
from the requirements of PIP coverage, Canal submits its policy does not provide PIP
coverage to the semi-trailer.
In claiming that the trailer is covered for Personal Injury Protection, Regal relies
on the Utah Supreme Court's holding in Cullum v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, 857
P.2d 922 (Utah 1993). Cullum discusses § 31A-21-106 which bars the incorporation
by reference of provisions not appearing in the contract of insurance. The Cullum
court rejected Farmers Insurance Exchange's attempt to incorporate a "step down"
clause by reference. Regal is claiming that Canal is attempting to accomplish the same
thing by limiting No-Fault/PIP coverage in its Personal Injury Protection Endorsement.
This, however, is in error.
The PIP Endorsement does not take anything away from the body of the
insurance policy by reference or otherwise. The PIP Endorsement in fact adds
coverage to the policy, specifically No-Fault/PIP coverage. However, this addition to
coverage is not without limitation. The PIP Endorsement only adds No-Fault/PIP
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coverage to the extent required under Utah law, specifically Title 31 A. Reference in
the policy to Title 31A is specifically allowed under § 31A-21-106(l)(d)(ii).
Canal submits that its' policy which, consistent with most other policies written
in the State of Utah, adds No-Fault/PIP coverage by way of a Personal Injury
Protection Endorsement, cannot be equated to an insurance company attempting to limit
coverage contained in the policy by some outside reference as outlined in Cullum.
Regal's reliance on Cullum is, therefore, misplaced. The Personal Injury Protection
Endorsement does not take away any right or benefit that is contained in the body of the
policy. It adds No-Fault/PIP protection on a limited basis.
As was the case in McCafferv v. Grow. 787 P.2d 901 (Utah App. 1990), Canal
is not attempting to "exclude" anyone from PIP coverage. This is a situation where
the semi-trailer was never "included" within the PIP Endorsement.
The trial court apparently recognized this fact in its initial Minute Entry of May
21, 2000 (R. 112-114), wherein Judge Nehring stated:
The relevant code provision is § 31A-22-302(2). This
section expressly exempts semi-trailer owners from
obtaining PIP coverage as a condition to satisfying their
motor vehicle security obligation. Accordingly, the trailer
insured by the defendant [Canal] was not required to provide
PIP coverage. Curiously, plaintiff asserts in a footnote to its
11

Reply Memorandum that "it appears from Canal's argument
that it believes that it never owes PIP coverage to anybody.
If Canal's argument were correct, it would be difficult (if
not impossible) to imagine a situation where the insurer of a
trailer would ever owe PIP coverage." Utah law appears to
mandate precisely what plaintiff finds difficult to imagine.
Subsequently, the trial court, contrary to its own Minute Entry, ruled that the
Canal policy did in fact provide PIP coverage on the KC Trucking semi-trailer. Canal
respectfully submits that such ruling was in error.1
The Personal Injury Protection Endorsement contained in the Canal policy
provides payment of medical expenses to an "eligible injured person." "Eligible
injured person" includes a "pedestrian" if the accident involves the use of an "insured
motor vehicle." "Insured motor vehicle" is limited to a motor vehicle with respect to
which the named insured is required to maintain security under the provisions of Title
31 A. Title 31A specifically exempts semi-trailers from the requirement of Personal
Injury Protection coverage. As such, the Canal policy does not provide PIP coverage

*Canal submits that the legislature was well aware of the fact that semi-trailers
generally do not travel the roadways on their own, but must be attached to and pulled
by a semi-tractor. A semi-tractor is required under § 31A-22-302 to have insurance
which provides No-Fault/PIP coverage. For reasons never fully explained, Regal has
not made a claim for reimbursement of PIP benefits to the owner, operator, or insurer
of the semi-tractor involved in the accident with its insured, Chatwin.
12

in connection with Boyet and Devey's use of KC Trucking's trailer and such trailer's
involvement in the accident with Christina Chatwin, Regal's insured.
B.

Mandatory Arbitration:

After Christina Chatwin was injured in the accident of November 11, 1995, she
sought medical treatments for her injuries and made a claim for No-Fault/PIP coverage
to her own insurance company, Regal. It is undisputed that at no time did Chatwin
make a claim for No-Fault/PIP benefits to Canal.
Regal paid the amount of $3,000.00 to its insured, Chatwin (and/or Chatwin's
health care providers) under Regal's No-Fault/PIP coverage. Subsequently, Regal
contacted Canal on several occasions, requesting "reimbursement" of $3,000.00 in NoFault/PIP benefits paid to its insured. For reasons previously discussed, Canal declined
payment. Thereafter Regal filed this action in Third District Court against Canal,
seeking judgment against Canal for reimbursement of said $3,000.00.
When confronted with Canal's argument that Regal's reimbursement claim is
subject to mandatory arbitration pursuant to § 31A-22-310(6)(b), Regal took the
position that it was not really making a claim for reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP
payments made to its insured, but that its claim constitutes a "subrogation" claim, that
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it was merely stepping into the shoes of its insured, Chatwin, and thus making a direct
claim for No-Fault/PIP benefits against Canal. Although this may be a creative
approach in an attempt to get around the clear requirement of mandatory arbitration
among insurers, it is contrary to the facts, the law, and the intent of the legislature in
mandating arbitration so as to avoid the type of litigation between insurers in regard to
No-Fault/PIP payments as initiated by Regal. Regal has inappropriately attempted to
call an apple an orange in hopes that it would be viewed as such. The fact remains,
however, that Regal has paid $3,000.00 in No-Fault/PIP benefits to its insured. It now
seeks reimbursement of those $3,000.00 in PIP benefits from Canal. Section 31A-22310(6) states in relevant part:
(a)
. . . Where the insured under the policy is or
would be held legally liable for the personal injury sustained
by any person to whom benefits required under personal
injury protection have been paid by another insurer . . . the
insurer of the person who would be held legally liable shall
reimburse the other insurer for the payment but not in
excess of the amount of damages recoverable and
(b) That the issue of liability for that
reimbursement and its amount shall be decided by
mandatory binding arbitration between the insurers.
(Emphasis added).
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The Utah Supreme Court has recently discussed and affirmed the requirement of
mandatory arbitration among insurers for reimbursement of PIP benefits. In Bear
River Mutual Insurance v. Wall. 1999 UT 33, 978 P.2d 460, the court in discussing
Allstate v. Ivv. 606 P.2d 1197 (Utah 1980) stated:
. . . Tort victims are not obligated to reimburse their PIP
insurers from their settlements for paid PIP benefits.
However, we stated that PIP insurers may pursue
reimbursement from liability insurers in arbitration
according to their statutory right. . . .
. . . Ivy analyzed the basic purpose and intent of the No
Fault Act for the first time and stated that section 11 did not
permit an equitable right of subrogation for PIP payments
. . . This is true, Ivy stated, because a tortfeasor's personal
liability does not include PIP payments. . . .
Ivy, however, did recognize that section 11 grants the No
Fault Insurer a limited equitable right to seek reimbursement
in an arbitration proceeding against the liability insurer.
978 P.2d at 462, 463.
Although in Bear River, supra, the issues involved whether or not a PIP
insurer's right to seek reimbursement through arbitration is extinguished as a result of
settlement, the court's discussion makes it clear that the method of reimbursement of an
insurer having made PIP payments to its insured, is through mandatory arbitration.
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The Utah Supreme Court had also previously stated in regard to No-Fault/PIP
payments made by an insurer that such "No Fault insurer's only right of reimbursement
through subrogation is against the liability insurer in an arbitration proceeding."
(Emphasis added). Laub v. South Central Utah Te. Assoc. Inc., 657 P. 2d 1304 (Utah
1982).
Regal argued that it is not subject to these mandatory arbitration provisions
because it was not really making a claim for reimbursement of PIP benefits, but that it
was stepping into the shoes of its insured by way of "subrogation" and was therefore
making a direct claim for PIP benefits against Canal. Canal respectfully submits that it
was error on the part of the trial court to rule that Regal, in seeking reimbursement of
PIP benefits from Canal, was not subject to the mandatory arbitration provisions of
§ 31A-22-310(6). It was error for the court to rule that Regal could proceed directly
against Canal in this litigation by calling its claim a "subrogation" claim, and the court
having found that the Canal policy does provide PIP coverage for the KC Trucking
trailer, awarding $3,000.00 in damages.
Should the trial court's decision be allowed to stand, the mandatory provisions of
§ 31A-22-310(6) would become meaningless. Whenever an insurance company, having
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paid No-Fault/PIP benefits to its insured wants to seek "reimbursement" of such
payment from the insurance carrier of the adverse party which it claims has primary
coverage, it could simply assert, as Regal has done, that it is not seeking
reimbursement but is instead making a "subrogation" claim, stepping into the shoes of
its insured and therefore having a direct right of action against such adverse party's
insurance carrier under an intended beneficiary theory of breach of contract.
This Court has previously stated that the district court is not the appropriate
forum for PIP reimbursement issues between insurers. In McCaffery. supra, this Court
in ruling that an individual who is not considered an insurer, does not have a right to
seek arbitration under § 31A-22-310(6), stated in a footnote the following:
We note that even if we were to find that § 31A-22-309(6)
was available to McCaffery, this court would not be the
correct forum in which to pursue his claim. The statute
specifies arbitration as the proper recourse.
787 P.2d at 905, Footnote 4.
Canal requests that even if this Court should find that the Canal policy does
provide No-Fault/PIP coverage to the KC Trucking trailer (Point A. above), that the
Judgment against it in the amount of $3,000.00 be reversed and that the matter of
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liability for the $3,000.00 in No-Fault/PIP benefits paid by Regal to Chatwin should be
subject to arbitration as mandated in § 31A-22-310(6).
C.

Attorneys Fees and Prejudgment Interest:

Regal argued that since it is making a "subrogation" claim and is therefore
stepping into the shoes of its insured, Chatwin, it is entitled not only to $3,000.00 in
No-Fault/PIP benefits paid but that Canal is also liable for attorneys fees and
prejudgment interest pursuant to the provisions of § 31A-22-310(5).
The legislature enacted the Utah No Fault Act to ensure that when a person is
hurt in an accident, such person can seek No-Fault/PIP benefits from his or her
insurance carrier and can quickly obtain medical payments, loss of household services
and lost wage payments without the necessity of a long drawn out process of litigation
or other adversarial proceeding.
This Court stated in Warren v. Melville. 937 P.2d 556 (Utah App. 1997) that:
Utah's No Fault Insurance Statute provides first party
compensation thereby enabling an injured party to
expeditiously obtain recompense for financial needs without
bearing the expense and lengthy delay associated with
litigation to establish fault. . . .
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. . . We recognize that the legislature has an interest in
creating a more efficient process for liquidating personal
injury claims and providing an incentive for persons driving
Utah's highways to obtain motor vehicle insurance.
937 P.2d at 558, 559, and 562.
In order to assure that an insurance company will quickly respond to the needs of
its insureds making a No-Fault/PIP claim, the legislature enacted § 31A-22-310(5),
which states in relevant part:
(b) Benefits for any period are overdue if they are
not paid within 30 days after the insurer receives reasonable
proof of the fact and amount of expenses incurred during the
period . . .
(c)
If the insurer fails to pay the expenses when
due, these expenses shall bear interest at the rate of 1 Vi %
per month after the due date.
(d) The person entitled to the benefits may bring
an action in contract to recover the expenses plus the
applicable interest. If the insurer is required by the action to
pay any overdue benefits and interest, the insurer is also
required to pay reasonable attorneys fees to the claimant.
(Emphasis added).
The protections outlined above are there for the "person entitled to the [NoFault] benefits." The penalties of interest and attorneys fees assessed for failure to
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timely pay No-Fault/PIP benefits to its insured, are for the protection of the insured,
not an insurance company seeking PIP reimbursement.
Regal has turned this section on its head, claiming that since it is stepping into
the shoes of its insured, Chatwin, and that since Canal did not reimburse Regal for NoFault/PIP benefits in the amount of $3,000.00 within 30 days of Regal's demand to
Canal, that Regal is entitled to prejudgment interest as well as attorneys fees. Canal
respectfully submits that the trial court erred in ruling that Regal was entitled to
prejudgment interest and attorneys fees incurred pursuant to § 31A-22-310(5) in
addition to the $3,000.00 reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP benefits.
It is undisputed that Regal's insured, Chatwin, never made a claim for NoFault/PIP benefits to Canal in connection with the accident in question. Chatwin made
application to her own insurer, Regal, for No-Fault/PIP benefits and those benefits
were promptly paid by Regal. If Regal had unreasonably delayed payment of NoFault/PIP benefits to Chatwin and had Chatwin brought an action in contract against
Regal, then the penalties outlined in § 31A-22-310(5) may have been applicable.
Likewise, if Chatwin had made a direct claim for No-Fault/PIP benefits to Canal and
had Canal wrongfully delayed or refused payment, Chatwin may have likewise been
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entitled to prejudgment interest as well as attorneys fees in addition to PIP benefits.
These scenarios, however, are not the facts. Regal, as a No-Fault insurer seeking
reimbursement, has no right to claim interest and attorneys fees under that statute.
Canal respectfully submits that the trial court erred in ruling in favor of Regal's
request for prejudgment interest and attorneys fees pursuant to §31A-22-310(5). Such
an award is directly in violation of § 31A-22-310(6)(a), which allows reimbursement of
PIP benefits "but not in excess of the amount of damages recoverable," i.e., the
$3,000.00 paid. Canal respectfully requests that this Court reverse the trial court's
Judgment and Order awarding prejudgment interest and attorneys fees to Regal against
Canal under the provisions of § 31A-22-310(5).
CONCLUSION
The Personal Injury Protection Endorsement contained in the Canal policy only
provides No-Fault/PIP coverage to the extent required by Title 31A of the Utah Code.
Title 31A does not require PIP coverage on semi-trailers. The trial court was incorrect
in finding that the Canal policy extended No-Fault/PIP benefits to the KC Trucking
semi-trailer.
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Even if Canal's policy did provide No-Fault/PIP benefits to the trailer, the trial
court erred in allowing Regal to bypass the mandatory arbitration requirements of
§ 31A-22-310(6) by bringing an action against Canal, calling it a "subrogation claim,"
and on that basis awarding judgment in favor of Regal against Canal in the amount of
$3,000.00 for reimbursement of No-Fault/PIP benefits paid to Regal's insured,
Christina Chatwin.
The trial court further erred in awarding prejudgment interest and attorneys fees
to Regal pursuant to the provisions of § 31A-22-310(5), which section was intended to
protect insureds making No-Fault/PIP claims against an insurance carrier and is not a
proper basis for an award of attorneys fees and prejudgment interest to one insurance
carrier seeking reimbursement of PIP benefits from another insurance carrier.
Respectfully submitted this J X ^ d a y of ^ j U w

, 2001.

KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C.
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A. ORDER AND JUDGMENT
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FILED DISTRICT CW^T
Third Judicial District

IMAGED

MAR 0 \ V OT

Trent J. Waddoups - (Bar No. 7657)
CARR & WADDOUPS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW, L.L.C.

8 East Broadway, Suite 609
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 363-0888
Fax: (801)363-8512

ENTERED IN REGISTRY
OFJUDGMENTS
DATE

3-l5-Q\

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, SALT LAKE CITY DEPARTMENT
REGAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

]
1

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

]

CANAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

;

Defendant.

'
]1

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

Civil No. 9 9 0 9 0 4 4 2 1
Judge Ronald Nehring

The Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment having been granted, the Court having
rejected Canal's objection which relied upon UTAH CODE ANN. § 31A-22-309(6) and having
ruled on the reasonableness the attorney fees claimed by Plaintiffs counsel, including the
hourly rate charged and the number of hours reasonably chargeable, and having reviewed the
propriety of awarding prejudgment interest and the amount thereof and having reviewed the
propriety of awarding costs and the amount thereof and having set forth the foregoing
findings of fact and conclusions of law in the Court's Minute Entry dated February 13, 2001
which is incorporated herein by reference:

Order and Judgment @J

JD

n^r\

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plaintiff Regal Insurance
Company be, and hereby is, awarded JUDGMENT against Defendant Canal Insurance
Company in the sum of:
$3,000.00

Principal Sum of Expenses for Which Reasonable Proof of the
Fact and Amount Was Provided in a Proof of Loss

$2,606.54

Accrued Pre-judgment Interest at 1 Vi% per Month from the
Date That Canal Received Proof of Loss — July 22, 1997

$3,690.00

Reasonable Attorney Fees

$273.46
$9,570.00

Accrued Costs to Date of Judgment
JUDGMENT

With interest on this Judgment accruing at the rate of 7.657% per annum as provided by law
from the date of this Judgment until paid.
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Judgment shall be augmented in the
amount of reasonable costs and attorney fees expended in collecting said Judgment by
execution or otherwise as shall be established by affidavit.
DATED this _jT

day ofiPubrimqi; 2001.
BY THE COURT^<55^»

Honorable Ronar
DISTRICT COUR1

2

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I caused a true and correct copy of the above and
foregoing document to be mailed, postage prepaid, this

Mr. Heinz J. Mahler
KIPP & CHRISTIAN, P.C.
10 Exchange Place, 4th Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Mr. Trent J. Waddoups
CAER & WADDOUPS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW, L.L.C.

8 East Broadway, Suite 609
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

COURT CLERK

3

day of February, 2001, to:

B. MINUTE ENTRY OF JANUARY 2, 2001
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SALT

,0

*^T

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

REGAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

MINUTE ENTRY
CASE NO. 990904421

vfe,

CANAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant-

Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment was heard on December
21, 2000.

Having reviewed the Memoranda of the parties and

considered the arguments presented by counsel, I conclude that
Regal's insured, Miss Chatwin, was the first party insured under
Canal's policy with K.C. Trucking.

I further conclude that her

status as an "eligible injured person" as defined in the Personal
Injury Protection Coverage section of the Canal policy is not

I

affected by the definition of "insured motor vehicle."
I Canal contends that the trailer which it insured under its
policy is not an insured motor vehicle for the purposes of personal
injury protection coverage because to satisfy that definition the
named insured is required to maintain security under the provisions
of pLtle 31A, Utah Code Ann., and no such requirement can be found

i _.•

REGAL INSURANCE
V. CANAL INSURANCE

PAGE 2

MINUTE ENTRY

in that Title. I agree with Regal's contention that this provision
falls within the reach of the Utah Supreme Court's holding in
Cullum v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, 857 P.2d 922 (Utah 1993),
specifically, its interpretation of Utah Code Ann., Section 31A-21106, which bars the incorporation by reference of provisions not
appearing in the contract of insurance. The Cullum court rejected
an attempt to incorporate a "step-down" clause by reference. If an
attempt

to

reduce

coverage

by

incorporation

violates

the

prohibitions of Section 31A-21-106, so must an attempt to exclude
coverage through incorporation.
Regal's contention that incorporation provisions have no
relevance in this setting because the person in the position of
Miss Chatwin would never have occasion to review the insurance
policy is also unavailing. In Cullum, the court rejected a similar
argument under facts in which the issue concerning the amount of
coverage available to a permissive user of.an automobile, a person
who, like Miss Chatwin, would not be expected to inspect the
insurance policy before operating the vehicle.
At oral argument, counsel for Regal indicated that although
the

amount

at

issue

in

this

action

was

originally

$3,000,

plaintiff's .prosecution of the action was motivated, at least in
part, by desire to recover attorney's fees.

Although not now

befpre me, I note that with respect to attorney's fees it is my

REGAL INSURANCE
V. CANAL INSURANCE

PAGE 3

MINUTE ENTRY

intention to reject any application for an award of fees for work
performed in connection with the cross-Motions for Summary Judgment
which culminated in my Minute Entry of May 31, 2 000.
Plaintiff's counsel shall prepare an Order consistent with
this Minute Entry.
Dated this 3S- day of January, 2001.

RONALD
DISTRI

REGAL INSURANCE
V. CANAL INSURANCE

PAGE 4

MINUTE ENTRY

MAILING CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
0
L0
foregoing Minute Entry, to the following, this
^
day of
^cQmbirr,-^£^tnT:

Trent J. Waddoups
Attorney for Plaintiff
8 E. Broadway, Suite 609
Salt Lake City, Utah
84111-2235
Heinz J. Mahler
Attorney for Defendant
10 Exchange Place, 4th Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah
84111

^r

C. CANAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY
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^ ^ S P S S B A S I C A U T O M O B I L E L I A B I L I T Y POLICY

DECLARATIONS-1
Item 1 .

Named Insured and Address

(No. Street, Town, County State)

. ALLEN CERMACK DBA K C TRUCKING
634 SOUTH 800 WEST #33
PAYSON, UT 84651 (UTAH county)
»

Item 2 .

Policy Period: (Mo. Day Yr.)

From

10/25/95

I
(

^1
1 2

.L ^

u

M

°nfhs)

1 0 /

„

/ Q A

i U / 0 /
y b
12:01 A.M. / S randard rime at the address of the n , ™ ^ •
I, 0
n a m e d , n s u r e d 3S
1 J . . I J . . ^ ^ . ^ . . ., _ , . . , _
_ ,. , ,
_
stated herein

Business of the named insured is
TRUCKING - MISC.
Radius:
UNLIMITED w i t h i n p o l i c y t P . r H t ^
3

* D e S p t n T °f

AUTO Year of
No
Mode|

EffeCt,Ve

^ ^ °f

Trad. Han,.

• • „ nam.

th,S , n S U r a n C e A s

-

toH5

Owned Automob«es;
Purposes of Use (P & B = Pleasure and Business; C = Commercial)

» • * £ » «"<• « - - : Tr «ukg _ S5 ,. „ : TTrucK
Load:
ruc
**•£
Tank Ga ',, ona — c —^ 0 r S u $ " ; t l

Identification (I) No.;
SoriaHS)
No.; mwwi
Motor (M)
No.
M.,, ..u.,
\mi wo.

L3L Bu$ Seating CaMd

1986 PETERB1LT TRACTOR ^ ~
*
1995 TRANSCRAFT EAGLE FLATBED TRAILER

(b) Automobile Medical Payments Coverage:

Cylinders
(No.)

1XP9D29X9GP197936
1TTF48209S1048432

Principally Garaged in
State)
(Town or City, State

PAYSON, UT
PAYSON, UT

Purposes
of Use

Class*fication

~C~
C

Designated Person Insured
Designation of Automobiles —Division 1

(c) Uninsured Motorists Coverage:

Designated Person Insured

4. The insurance afforded is only with respect to such and *n
- h » t each such ^
^
^
J
^
| company. Mm

"
m a m , «*

J

^

*u < .. •
J
^

PREMIUMS

: — : — :

:—r?

, , ,

0

„,-r

.

attached to policy at issue:

— r -

r

PKP6011(0)-X-J
(8-1-74)
Ptd. in U.S.A.

of t h e

^

MTOTAL
U I A L TPREMIUM
KEMIUM

_

T? / c / . o

n.M?

-7^™;,;

•

—

_^_______^

F ( 4 - 9 4 ) . l - ^

-

rnn"^~rjr

described in Item 3 above, unless otherwise stated herein:

Countersigned:

A U T 0 No

or cHa.es. THe „„«
\

Form numbers of endorsements E - 4 ( 1 2 - 9 1 ) , E - T a 7 i Q A \

AUTO No.
Insured Highway Vehicles

"

rrlPMiMMV

-

~

103

^),A101,T,frLNotice;

agreement

<

m o r t a e or

* *

D-101

UT(3-93),

ID(2-93)

°th«r encumbrance, the named insured is the sole owner of every vehicle

248 S. STATE STE. #101
OREM., UT 1 1 / 2 0 / 9 5
ByAuthorized Representative

lOfN

C A N A L INSURANCE C O M P A N Y
CREENVILLE. SOUTH

CAROLINA

(A stock insurance company, herein colled the compony)
In consideration of the payment of the premium, in reliance upon the statemni* ;„ « , . J . , U , r
H
timet insured as follows:
statements in the declarations made

a

»* »™< " d subject to al, of the terms of this policy, agrees with the

SECTION A-BASIC AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE

I.
COVERAGE A-BOOILY INJURY LIABILITY—COVERAGE B-PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY
(ii)
The company will pay on behalf of the insured all sums which the
insure «h,n K
ne ,ds red snal1
legally obligated to pay as damages because of
•
"
become
S ' W ^ . . K , S L * r . r . t t a °Wnef °f 3 t M » " 1 " » * M "tomobHe. or
(iii)
bodily injury or property damage
( l T a P e Z r ° v P S i Z a h t i ? n ' ° ' h e r than the nimi mmi- "«» respect toto which this insurance applies, caused by an occurrence anrl » N * ; „ „ „ , . < ^
maintenance or use, including loading and unloading, for the o u S c 1 ? ^the o w n e r s h | P .
thereto in the declarations, of an owned automobile oro'ai teuSS™ . A ^ a $ a p p l i c a b i e
and the company shall have the right and duty to defencI any Xl!f>£lt?U
"J"«"«>
damages on account of such bodily injury or prooertv d a L » »
< insured seeking
o f tne allega
tions of the suit are groundless, false or fraudulent-andmav 'm^f" " ^ (iv)
settlement of any claim or suit as it deems expedient b u t T « « UC" l f c n v » t , g a t i o n and
gated to_pay any claim or judgment or t : defend any U X , tlmpanyrSha' ? ot be oblicomoany's liability has been exhausted by payment f i u d i S n t s Sr ??iifm 6 ' m i t ° f t h e
Exclusions: This insurance does not apply:
' g n,s o r s e t t l e m e"ts.
S p e S r JrgaStE X
£ t%
^ l ^ ^ l f ^ Z ,
(3 claims
(a) to liability assumed by the insured under any contract or wrp.m.nt
or
suits
brought
on
account
of
UUlyMw^tmutht^S^r^l
<*ad
(b) to any obligation for which the insured or any cTrrier a / h ! e n t ;
M ) 1Vt mMK
to w h l
this policy applies, the company's liability'fs limited a ^ f f S l S - *
°
^
u
liable under any workmen's compensation. m7m"ZlJ\~ll™ ™
nay.be.fcejd
S o e r K ^ \ & W * ! > » » ? % « ! « in the oeclarations
(0

(d)

an/ guun IMJUIY dfi^ing out or ana in tne coursp nf Hnm«„*- — . wuco ,,UL °w y 10 «**«•».«>& «i UUUHJ injury sustj
unless benefits tfferefor are in wholes or in: E r t ^ e i t h r n ^ ^ P ' 0 y m e n t - b y t h e ' « • « * renfe ^ a , ! not « * « * the
p yaD,e or re( u,red t o
vided under any workmen's compensation law^
be pro- applicable to "each occurrence
n
to property damage to
'
"T
(1) property owned or being transported by the insured or
® ^ ^ X

a

£ ^ ^ ' g M < «
f Pn Vate

(e)

ya

Reinsured, or as toapplicable to "each occurrence"
n

r

*

*

t y s t a t e d In the

,Wt

declarant ".

f

b o ^injury
S r i "and
an' W
% Zw S' t \ i =£ Zl »° lX^ 7T lT ^W . ^ °_•?»** ™^>
company's«liability,
a„
Z£Z££j£5r
° '
«"* > Pn«te° Se°n?e> & 5 K
bodily
* % . «•
stantial|
to bodily injury or property damage due to war , * . H .
y the same gene a I condftions sh/ii HP rJ^'T^
°^ r e p e a t e d ex P° sur « to subed
insurrection rebellion Sr revolution'or o any act or fcr not d j c l a r e d - ™« war, V. POLICY TERRITORY T h s r l l
,
? imng 0ut of one occ »™< •
foregoing, with respect to expenses for f j $ g % ^ $ ^ X I &
f "S i m ^ ^ ^ ' ^ t e "
' '° ^
**" W "
^ daraa"

(f)

to bodily' injury or property damage arising out of the ownershir, m ,i„t
tion use pading or unloading of any owned automobile ! ? t ^ n P : , ? a m t e t n a 5 e ' opera mobile
T Smihiir
n c nor 7N- r^ 1- ' iUbsMatt a u t ° ~..
nunc such
JULII automobile
duiuinoaue is being
oeme used eass a
>re while
i n 'th
H MrtpnJ
J ! ? . ^Vc? ory nClv e y-a n c e , unless
such use is specifically declared and described in
to bodily injury or property damage arisingT u 0 thP i s a t '° J n $ ;
escape of smoke, vapofs, soot, fumes, acids, a ka is fox r rhlSf-' I13"?-™-1' release or
waste materials nr nthsr imtintc *«*t.-1' .??"*•t0XIC chemicals,
inu d<
& f , M , l i V ¥ wS.S.^'a'K
HfflS1'»'•A ?r fasesatmosphere or any watercourse or body of water'but thi« . - f ' 0 - o r Jupon land- t h e
if such discharge, dispersal, release e? e ^ ^ ^ j w ^
"ot apply
|f ,. SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS: The company wil, pay. i„ a d d i t i o n t o t h e ^
m

""tomSbTe^me^ns^bnd^mot'o'r ^ L f t i i t ^ " * endors , ements forming a part hereof)"ads (including any mach npr« n r , ' n „ , a l e r or """-taller designed for travel on puby r apparatus attached t n e r e t
""""ile equipment
*
°
° ) . °ut does not include
"bodily injury" means bodilv !»;„« ,-,,,
lic

o r ' S o f f f i J l e W i n ^ K i ? r H 0 B ' " ' ^ « M ^ ^ T T t e - S w w . Insured"
each insured aeains whim ,,Uranc-e C 0 V S r a g e - The I n s u r a n « afforded applies sena atelv to
l i m i t s ^ h T c o ^ S s T S i t ? ' ' " ,S m a d e or s u i t is bought, except
%&$%$£
g * *££r ^--.jg M
(inc,udi?Lany machinery^or apparatus
attached
apparatus attach
. ,
or not self-propelled ( ) not• S r t 1 L „ > V !
«o'
hlCle regl strati
all expenses incurred by the company, all costs faxprf ,.„.•».» «. .
ma.nta.ned for use exclusively o? P mis s owned b t o % A th
.
on, or (2)
l n
d in
suit
r rented
ne Mmi
defended by the company and all filerest the en( £
$'
^
^
mg the ways immediately adioinin/ n m S f l ?
°^
insured, includwhich accrues after entry of the judgment nd before Z t ° l m l udgme . n , t t h e r e i n
(4) designed or mainta ed foMh e soe'ourDo f
? l % J n m P ° f i P^lic roads, or
y h a s p a i d o r ten
mob llty
e uipment o f
dered or deposited in court that part of the j u d g m e n t ^ h W
.
- following types forming an integral cart o nr n p / ^ n " ? ,
«»
t l u 1° "
limit of the company's liability thereon;
iuo«nient which does not exceed the power cranes, shovels, loaders S r ^ n H L l perman f nt| y. attached to such vehicle:
( o t h e r t h a n t h e mi
transit type),- graders s cripR roufrs?mothe r L d ° r S T "
^
W premiums on appeal bonds required n any such mit r e 1 1
construction or repair equipment; airattachments in any such suit for an amount no in e x c ^ T t h C n b ^ d l , t o r e l e a s e compressors, pumps and generators K , . ™ , ™
a
llc b|
(•ability of this policy, and the cost of bail bonds r e f f i « / « f ' . PP ! e Hn«'t of
accident or traffic law violation arising out of the S « nf J t h e ' n s ,«™1 because of
vehl
nS t h e P e r S n
policy applies, not to exceed $250 per bail bond but LJ£y
^ , t o which this o M h i s P o 5 r
° ° r o r g a n i z a t i o n " amed ^ "ten. 1 of the declarations
e compan r shal1 h
gation to apply for or to furnish any such bonds
!
a « no obli• whicTS T n ^ n j u ^
conditions,
:) expenses incurred by the insured for first aid to others »t H,. •• «
P P y a m a g e n e i t h e r e x e c t e d nor
l the t i m e o f
standpoint of the insured;
P
intended from the
for bodily injury to which this policy applies;
™ accident,
"policy territory" means-'
J) reasonable expenses incurred by the insured at the conrnw* - . . . . •
company in the investigation or defense of any claim or
nr ysuit
J,it e q u e ? t J ! n a s s i s t i n e t n e
of earnings not to exceed ?25 per day.
'
- '"eluding actual loss

^ir i n g si^ e 4 = ^

II. PERSONS INSURED: Each of the following is an int,.r.H
g
a n lnsured
tent set forth below:

., . . .
^ this insurance to the

an

notnation;
$Sri
or

mm ce
lann
ig equp
i

-

0
h
d i y i
y
f
dama e does
8 I raSor\ ationl t |l n r T
R o V / e; o &ort
T * country,
* state
• transportation^ or,from °any" other

i) the named insured;

d
< S ^ S ^ X T l ^ ^ L W 0 ' } T
«t«-uction'of tangible property which
SS
any partnsr.or executive officer thereof, but with rMn.rt •0 .
therefrom,
or
(2)
loss
o/use
of
tan^hfii
^
.
° t "J.36 *hemf ^ any time resulting
en,Borar
a ttemporary
substitute
automobile only while such automobile s beine
u
^
J
!
.
Y
^
ng usea
insured;
'" the business of the named
:) any other person while using an owned automobile nr , • . »
suhstitute a u t
mobile with the permission of the named insured ll!ZTnTy
°Of he is not operating) his other actual use thereof TCitf . I s a c t u a l °P erati on or
e$S 0 r o c c u p a t i o n o f s e l l i n
n th e SC0
8.mission, but with respect to bodily injury or p r s D e r t v M ^
. . Pe of such per- storing or parking automobiles,ns n
l l u t o f t n e load
repairing, servicing,
mg or unloading thereof, such other person shall h. «n i S £ - ! «..
"
"owned automobile" means either • '
(a) an automobile
'(1) a lessee or borrower of the automobile, or
" " 0 n l y , f he iS:
which is owned by the named insured and described in the declarations(2) an employee of the named insured or of such lesspp „r h„,
(b)
) any other person or organization but only with re oect t h
-J; ,P o l i c T p 3 " V S h i p ° f Which i s n e w l y a c ^ e d ^ the named insured during the
t o hls o r lts l l a b i l i t
of acts or omissions of an insured under (a) (b) oMc) a h n i
y because
Ve
'ne of the following is an insured:
'
I) letZln^T6 'Tmm a s d e f i n e d '» <a) above, or
1
any person while engaged in'the bminp« *t k™»W«E?fi SStSM-l^
l>nained i M « • t h e d a t e o f
injury to any fellow employee of such peison ini'ured W 1 * 1 , w i t h r e s P e c t t 0 bodily
63 tne com a
n
e
after
of
his
election
to
maketh
I-Z
n^l'/h
,. P "y within 30 days there• :
•; . • - , • .
._
_ ..... J . _ '" course of his employment;
plicable to such automobM^ a „ d K J*? p,ollcy '? s u e d b y t n e c o n W ap-.uiomoniie and pays any additional premium required therefor,-

i)

rass sSFt^""™'-^ a« w -

/ X U . . L r_ J .

iJHaJSa&HmuL

&&*&&&$&&•
pre**-- . - .
VIM. ADOITIOMl CONDITIONS"

: '-^ltll

g UMd ,or b u j l

Sioth«P.typtt aSMMftJlSr T;>--.-. -•'•• V -^^^ "' •• ' - -;
™ « purposes
'"frinU H U t i f t r aitiMobilt" means a private passenger or *t*tinn «,,„„., •.ty _a*
mobil. and any automobile the purpose of use of w h i c i s Stated
statedminthe
t h ^ f " , ?- B t °"
pleasure and business;
declarations as

"temporary substitute automobile" means an automobile not ownprf h u » » « » ^ •
nam
any resident of the same household, while temporarily used ZLVe
^.msured or
rpwner as a substitute for an owned automobile when withdrawn f m Xnl Pe(rmiSS,Pn o f t n e
USe f o r servic
mg or repair or because of its breakdown, loss or destruction;
"trailer" includes semi-trailer but does not include mobile equipmentand as to "purpose(s) of use":
"commercial" means use principally in the business opn.nan«» *t *u
stated in the declarations including occasional
r S
" 1 6 T^ ,nsured as
business purposes;
'^personal, pleasure, family and other
"pleasure and business" means personal, pleasure, family and
?i?::n3ss use.

greater than the insurance pro d y h e n cv t h ^ l i t f Jf'."h 3 """" r e ^ ^ e n t s
kinds of coverage afforded y t h P o i c " „ ft e s mt0srt°h i ? 1 W i i a b i i i ty and
insurance otherwise provided by the n X v h , , t n n i l £ tV
'." ? c h law' In '"'eu of the

0 DB1I L
LE
C ff
SECTION
- AnUuT, uOnM, O
MEDICAL PAYMENTS INSURANCE
I.
COVERAGE C-AUTOMOBIIE MEDICAL PAYMENTS Th»
" "B ~
medical expense incurred within one year from the dateo'theS i " 1 " pay 3 " re3S0nable
Division 1. to or for each person who sustains bodily to c l P f i h „ , „ •„ f „.,
wh le
,n reference to ,hi
occupying a designated automobile S
ffi»^.,?yh,ccident'
J
ed
a p e S o n for
whom bodily injury liability insurance is• »afforded
ffnrfM
&
r
under this policy with
,l!
me
""ance is afforded under this ooliev with
(a
a ? l
? , . a n iUtomo,,ile desi * nated i" the schedule and includesDivision 2. respect to such use"
Sr t 5 ! S 3 l S e b y d e ^ n ^ d i n T a t i e m P h ° r a r i l y , ? d 3 S ' Sute

•St r«a

"

(b)

Exclusions.- This insurance does not apply:
(a) to bodily injury to any person or insured while emoinvpH nr «•»,
S e n a g e d in duties
m connection with an automobile business, if
benefitsXrow
^'benefit
nh!r$«fm*B. • e n£ a g e d in duties
a r e ln who1 or in
er|
either payable
to be
v
°n . are
? nr inpart
eithpr
navahlp or
nr required
rannir** •«
k« provide
™ . : J . 7Under
. u e na
lSwnrkm
therefor
in Whnlp
n*rt
(b) to bodily injury due to war, whether or notdec a ed 2 ! / C O f « t l o n ^
,on refae,,lon
or revolution, or to any act or condition incident to m X T ™
'
(0 under Division 1, to bodily injury to any emp ovee o t n i l l • f ° r e g .?"* ;
U r e ar,slng o u t of
and in the course of employment by the nameTinsued h T h f
apply to any such bodily injury arising out of andin tt . this ,e*c,us,on does no*
ment by the named insured unless benefits therefor are^S T?* o f . d o m e s t o employm
able or required to be provided under any mB&mU^nto,
^ e''ther pay'
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a trailer designed for use with a private passenger automobile, if not being used for
business purposes with another type automobile and if not a home, office, store, display or
Dlav
nr passenger
nasspnaartrailer;
fi"»;i«"highway vehicle" means a land motor vehicle or trailer other than
(a) a farm type tractor or other equipment designed for use principally off public roads,
while not upon puL.'lc roads,
(b) a vehicle operated on rails or crawler-treads, or
(c) a vehicle while located for use as a residence or premises,"medical expense" means expenses for necessary medical, surgical, x-ray and dental services, including prosthetic devices, and necessary ambulance, hospital, professional nursing
and funeral services,"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from.
Y. POLICY PERIOD; TERRITORY: This insurance applies only to accidents which occur
during the policy period within the policy territory.
Yl. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS:

PERSONS INSURED—DIVISION 2: Each of the tfoil™;™
i* •
0 , , o w , n g ,s an
'"sured under this insurmce to the extent set forth below:
A. Medical Reports; Proof and Payment of Claim.- As soon as practicable the injured
a) any person designated as insured in the scheduleperson or someone on his behalf shall give to the company written proof of claim, under
oath if required, and shall, after each request from the company, execute authorization to
b) while residents of the same household as such desiznatPrf nor,n urelatives of either;.
designated person, his spouse and the enable the company to obtain medical reports and copies of records. The injured person
shall submit to physical examination by physicians selected by the company when and as
md if such designated person shall die, any Derson whn ««* - •
XP
Who was an m
often as the company may reasonably require. The company may pay the injured person or
leath shall continue to be an insured.
™* at the time of such
any person or organization rendering the services and such payment shall reduce the
f . LIMIT OF LIABILITY: Regardless of the number of m norc
amount payable hereunder for such injury. Payment hereunder shall not constitute an ad.A insureds under this policy, (2) persons who sustain hJJif - n s or organizations who
mission of liability of any person or, except hereunder, of the company.
3 ) C a l m s made or
:u.ts brought on account of bodily in ury, or WMmM&m^
i
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B. Excess Insurance: Except with respect to an owned automobile, the insurance under
pplies, the limit of liability for medical payments stated i ^ fh?°, ,,,, ? s to- whjch this policy
Division 1 shall be excess insurance over any other valid and collectible automobile medical
ons as
o each person" is the limit of the company's liabi itv for 9 I I ae dec,aratl
.
applicable
payments or automobile medical expense insurance.
ehalf of each person who sustains bodily injury as theTfW,if Jr x P e n s e s incurred by or on
The insurance under Division 2 shall be excess insurance over any other valid and collectible
/hen more than one medical payments coverage afforded hi thl a n y .- 0 n e 2CCident
automobile medical payments or automobile medical expense insurance available to the insured under any other policy.
ie company shall not be liable for more than the amount of' thf°h- C3 !. ap iP ,les ^ t h e ,oss'
amount of t n
f liability.
e highest applicable limit
C. Non-Applicability of Subrogation Condition: The Subrogation Condition does not apply
the Automobile Medical
— Payments
Payments Coverage.
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;ured with the written consent of the company.
Prosecuted by the
elusions: This insurance does not apply." S r i K I ll IT?!"1™*int0 o r lighting from;
' to bodily injury to an insured with respect to which such int.,row w . ,
C l u m b a a territory or
d, h ,egal re
and
a province of Canada
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Possession of the United States,
tive or any person entitled to payment under this i S , . ^ u n
Presentaa
W th0lJt W r l t t e n
"uninsured highway vehicle" meansconsent of the company, make any settlement with anv np r "
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I n any person
be legally liable therefor,or organization who may
to bodily injury to an insured while occupying a hiehwav vphi.u / *u 1L
which the insured S » S v ; / ? f ' n 3 , 1 c i a l responsibility law of the state in
highway vehicle) owned by the named insured anv rfpl!.Jl,cJe.(other tnan an insured
bond or insurance policy a „ol C a hP £ F M ' P » « y , « ™ W < l . . n o bodily injury liability
resident in the same household as the named or i L i l J f i i 8 - 1 1 , n s u f e d or *W r e l a t i v e
a
person or organization iLfRS ™
-l. th S t m e o f t h e accident w i f h respect to any
struck by such a vehicle, but this exclusion does: no f annl ? S B i? - ' or t h r o u « h b e l n «
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his relatives while occupying or if struck by a hithwa* ! P . p J£i to t h e nmed insured 0 f
to which the re i f odi L " S t l ^ !? e USe ° f Such ve , l ' icle ' or with res"e(:*
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time of the accident but L L I „ , b l h \ . b o n i or 'durance policy applicable at the
insured or his relatives;
owned by a designated
P y Wr t,ng t h e same denies c o v e r a e
is or becomes insolvent 0 r
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« hereunder or
so as to inure directly or indirectly to The benefit nf , „ u , , ,
(b) a hit-and-run vehicle; '
disability benefits carrier or any JersFn o ^or/aLatinn y „ W O r ,^? n s compensation or
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3S 8 Self-ittSUrer
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Kll?J"?un,ei' murti 3n<s any designated insured , „ H >.-,
"
hold the spouse and relatives of lithe"
^ 3nd' wh,le f«'tJents of the same house/other person while occupying 3n m'mi „•
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?,ny • ? • % with feSDect t 0 da ™ges he is enmied h> »i
.
to which th,s insurance applies ^ ^ m & a u B \ 0 b ^ « of "odily injury
( o r (b) above
The insurance applies separately with resoecf tn „ , i . •
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P8Ct to each Insure
I'mits of the company's liability Y
"- except with respect to the
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u .n&w»ia; icuiuiti »vnicn is ownea or operacea oy a self-insurer witmn me meaning of
any motor vehicle financial responsibility law, motor carrier law or any similar i a w
(iii) a highway vehicle w^-h is owned by the United States of America, Canaca, a state a
political subdivision
Viy such government or an agency of any of the foregoing '
VI. ADDITIONAL CONDITlUnS
A. Premium: If during the policy period the number of insured highway vehicles owned by
the named insured or spouse or the number of dealer's license plates issued to the named
insured changes, the named insured shall notify the company during the policy period of any
change and the premium shall be adjusted in accordance with the manuals in use by the
company. If the earned premium thus computed exceeds the advance premium paid, the
named insured shall pay the excess to the company; if less, the company shall return to
the named insured the unearned portion paid by such insured.

S f i t ' ^ t h 0 ' , i a b M i t y ? t a t e d i n t h « d " a at o n ^ s P Si c aMb ° ft 1o '?," t h i s Policy aplie
limit of the company's liability for all damaVpVh J f
il
each
person" is the
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B. Proof of Claim; Medical Reports.- As soon as practicable, the insured or other person
one personeaCash the m
resulttheof i any
one i c S l r r t « *b? °/ bodi,y
W sustained by
imit
e ab
making claim shall give to the company written proof of claim, under oath if required,
f?-w
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° " Provistan r ?
a h ac cident ls
de c,arations as
including
full particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries, treatment, and other
S fc! ?, the total limit of the eomMmrViiif f-. applicable
details entering into the determination of the amount payable hereunder. The insured and
of bodily mjury sustained by two or more p e r S a s t e &r I f , / 0 ? ' 1 da ™«es because
every other person making claim hereunder shall submit to examinations under oath by any
(W Any amount payable under the terms of this insoranS h
* ^ m accident person named by the company and subscribe the same, as often as may reasonably be required.
3CCd
, ent
PerS0
iS a
Proof of claim shall be made upon forms furnished by the company unless the company shall
have failed to furnish such forms within 15 days after receiving notice of claim.
The injured person shall submit to physical examinations by physicians selected by the
(1) all sums paid on account of such bodily injury by or on h.h.if ,
company when and as often as the company may reasonably require and he, or in the event
. the owner or operator of the uninsured i f i
S " " /
of his incapacity his legal representative, or in the event of his death his legal representa00 any other person or organization S
L
^
tive or the person or persons entitled to sue therefor, shall upon each request from the com. such owner or operator for suchf bodily'injury " $ e v e r a , | y ,iab,e together with
pany execute authorization to enable the company to obtain medical reports and copies of
records.
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any person
coverage o f the
The company shall not be obligated to pay under «*?•
Policy
ages which the insured may be entitled to rein J I l n s u .[ a n c e t h a t Part of the dam

C. Assistance and Cooperation of the Insured: After notice of claim under this insurance,
the company may require the insured to take such action as may be necessary or appropriate to preserve his right to recover damages from any person or organization alleged to be
legally responsible for the bodily injury; and in any action against the company, the company
may require the insured to join such person or organization as a party defendant.
0. Notice of Legal Action.- If, before the company makes payment of loss hereunder, the
insured or his legal representative shall institute any legal action for bodily injury against
any person or organization legally responsible for the use of a highway vehicle involved in
the accident, a copy of the summons and complaint or other process served in connection
with such legal action shall be forwarded immediately to the company by the insured or his
legal representative.

E.
Other Insurance: With respect to bodily injury to an Insured while occupying a highway
vehicle not owned by the named insured, this insurance shall apply only as excess insurance
'.ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS: When used in reference
tn
thi,
•
ence t o this
over any other similar insurance available to such insured and applicable to such vehicle
lents forming a part of the policy).'"trance (including endorseas primary insurance, and this insurance shall then apply only in the amount by which the
designated insured" means an individual named in the , , ^ ,
limit of liability for this coverage exceeds the applicable limit of liability of such other
insurance.
ighway vehicle" means a land motor vehicle or trailer other thin *"*" D K i g n a t e d [M'<
i) a arm ype tractor or other equipment d e S w , ,
•
Except as provided in the foregoing paragraph, if the insured has other similar insurance
MV
while not upon public roads,
° e s i g n e d f o r u « Principally off p u b | i c roads
available to him and applicable to the accident, the damages shall be deemed not to
) a vehicle operated on rails or crawler-treads or
exceed the higher of the applicable limits of liability of this insurance and such other
insurance, and the company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of any loss to which
t / J * ™ 1 8 r h i 1 l e „ l o c a t e d for « « as a residence or premisesthis
coverage applies than the limit of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the applicable '
.iit-andrun vehicle" means a highway vehicle whin. I,
I
limits of liability of this insurance and such other insurance.
g out of physical contact of s V h v e h i c l e w S t h i ^ l ™ 1 "•/•* to an insured arisuredisoccupymgatthetimeof the accident provided
"' mth a v e h i c | e which the
F. Arbitration.- If any person making claim hereunder and the company do not agree that
> there cannot be ascertained the identity of either' »h„„
.
such person is legally entitled to recover damages from the owner or operator of an uniny T e t h e r the
er
, " J I*"**
° '
°P a«or or owner of such highsured highway vehicle because of bodily injury to the insured, or do not agree as to the
) the insured or someone on his behalf shall have rennrtow •.,
amount of payment which may be owing under this insurance, then, upon written demand of
9
,t within 2 4
either, the matter or matters upon which such person and the company do not agree shall be
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r, ' ? ' ^ o r i u d i c i a l o f f i c e r o r ^ the (Mffirn?MMl;olde
"ours
t rl
settled by arbitration, which shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Amerii a „rJi l e d w . ltb , th e company within 30 days
tteSW
° Vehicles, and shall
can Arbitration Association unless other means of conducting the arbitration are agreed to
ccStant W S H 6gal rePres.entative has a cause o c Ses of ^ n t Un e-r oath th at the
between the insured and the company, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbiaccident for damages against a person or Poe«nn«
^ °! action arising out of such
S Wh Se ,dentit
trators
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. Such person and the company
nd setting forth the facts in support thereof; an °
°
y « unascertainable
each agree to consider itself bound and to be bound by any award made by the arbitrators
» at the company's request, the insured or his I P « I f a „
pursuant to this insurance.
inspection the vehicle which the insured was fc S s A n a t vf. " » * « available for
the t i m e o f the
isured highway vehicle" means a highway vehicle*
accident;
6. Trust Agreement: In the event of payment to any person under this insurance:
l Described in the schedule as an insured hiehwav vphi,i. •' L '•' "'-'
(a) the company shall be entitled to the extent of such payment to the proceeds of any
g a y V8l c,e t o
liability coverage of the policy applies,"
which the bodily injury
settlement, or judgment that may result from the exercise of any rights of recovery
of such person against any person or organization legally responsible for the bodily
while temporarily used as a substitute for an in™,-.,, u- L
injury because of which such payment is made,subparagraph (a) above, when withdrawn fiSi n S l"E'lw1ay w h i , : , e as described in
normal use
repair, servicing, loss or destruction,because of its breakdown
(b) such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of the company all rights of recovery
which he shall have against such other person or organization because of the damages
which are the subject of claim made under this insurance;
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shall be reimbursed out of such recovery "for eweMes miff S ?. '
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curred by it in connection therewith;
"Penses, costs and attorneys' fees insuch person shall execute and deliver to the corona™ 5 „ ^ • .
may be appropriate to secure the rights and S b S o r a nf '"^ u m e n t s and Papers as
pany established by this provision.
oongations of such person and the corn-

(c)

to the insured, or

Jinpany: Any amount due hereunder is payable

if the insured be a minor to his parent or guardian, or
"the insured be deceased to his surviving spouse, otherwise

(d)
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SM^eCo7any "

or to a person lega.ly entitled
y 3 t ltS
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W - y amount due hereunder in accordance with

IP r a m : All premiums for this policy shall be comoutPd i n , , , ,
CONDITIONS
zany's rules, rates, rating plans, premiums and m i n ium
m r a rem
K i . l a c e o r ? a n J ? w i t h the c«nince afforded herein.
P "™s applicable to the insurlegal representative. Bankruptcy or insolvency of the insured or of the insured's estate shall
not relieve the company of any of its obligations hereunder.
'remium designated in this policy as "advance orpminm" ;„ A
6.
Oilier Insurance: The insurance afforded by this policy is primary insurance, except
shall be credited to the amount of the earned premium due a t ' t W P,™ nium .P"'/ which
when stated to apply in excess of or contingent upon the absence of other insurance. When
i t the close o each period (or part thereof terminating with\ h o e"? °,M h e pollc * P eriod 8
e n d of h e
0 1
eri
this insurance is primary and the insured has other insurance which is stated to be applifes.gnated ,n the declarations as the audit periodI t h . T J *
l P ' ^ P °<»
cb'e to the loss on an excess or contingent basis, the amount of the company's liability
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e com utei
l°hi»SU,MhPerl°? ? nd ' upon notice thereof t0 the named insured S ia T
P aJ
b e c o m"
e Sdue and
under this policy shall not be reduced by the existence of such other insurance.
ible. If the total earned premium for the policy period is f»4 k , „ i e prernmm
P VWhen both this insurance and other insurance apply to the loss on the same basis, whether
aid. the company shall return to the named insured
he unwrnii
lpreviously
Jureo [ne
nsured.
unearned portion paid by the named
primary, excess or contingent, the company shall not be liable under this policy for a greater
proportion of the loss than that stated in the applicable contribution provision below:
'he named insured shall maintain records of such inform***,.
S S e ssar
(a) Contribution by Equal Shares. If all of such other valid and collectible insurance pro:omputaton, and shall send copies of such records toi R L .
' " «
y & ' Premium
vides for contribution by equal shares, the company shall not be liable for a greater
enod and at such times during the policy p e r i o c l a s t e < X X ? t i ^ ° ^ ° f the policy
proportion of such loss than would be payable if each insurer contributes an equal
.
Inspection and Audit: The company shall be oermittM r L \ ? , share until the share of each insurer equals the lowest applicable limit of liability
amed msured's property and operations at any tin Nei?h P th?' ° b h g a t e . d to i n s P e c t the
under any one policy or the full amount of the loss is paid, and with respect to any
ispections nor the making thereof nor any report thereon s L ^ l ° ? ^ y s ri * ht to m3^
amount of loss not so paid the remaining insurers then continue to contribute equal
a
undertakin
n behalf of or for the benefit of the named i w m d T S t o r ? « - . ? ^
"
gshares of the remaining amount of the loss until each such insurer has paid its limit
uch property or operations are safe or healthful or are n r L n i ; , eterm 'I , u e or w a r r a n t t h a t
in full or the full amount of the loss is paid.
o r m In
(b)
filiation.
"''
compliance with any law, rule or
Contribution by Limits. If any of such other insurance does not provide for contrihe company may examine and audit the named insured'? h™i„. A
bution by equal shares, the company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of
and rec rds a t
unng the policy period and extensions thereof a n T O i n th , f u
,?
^ time
such loss than the applicable limit of liability under this policy for such loss bears to
.nation
of .th,s
^ uiduer
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the total applicable limit of liability of all valid and collectible insurance against such
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Financial Responsibility Laws: When this ooliev .-« ,,.*•*• ,
ce.
ispons.bility for the future under the p r o v s ^
P™f of financial
7.
Subrogation: In the event of any payment under this policy, the company shall be
C e f n ncia
subrogated to all the insured's rights of recovery therefor against any person or organizaw. such insurance as is afforded by this policfor bodilv i„t J r L ? ' responsibility
l,ab ,,,ty or for
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tion
and
the insured shall execute and deliver instruments and papers and do whatever else
image liability shall comply with the provisions of such 1 ^ t ? t 7
*
P P *
is necessary to secure such rights. The insured shal! do nothing after loss to prejudice such
id limits of liability required by such law. The insured Zm£ I* e ^ n t of the c o v e W
rights.
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r any payment made by the company which it w u K f f i L
ftmb*urse the
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8.
Changes: Notice to any agent or knowledge possessed by any agent or by any other
e terms of this policy except for the agreemen!^contained i!! t K '
H°
"
.person shall not effect a waiver or a change in any part of this policy or estop the company
Insured's Duties in the Event of Occurrence, Claim or Suit"
from asserting any right under the terms of this policy; nor shall the terms of this policy
In the event of an occurrence, written notirp rnnt,Lbe waived or changed, except by endorsement issued to form a part of this policy.
identify the insured and also reasonably ofinable in f n ' r l f ? a r t , c ^ r s s u f f i c | ent to
o n w,th r e s e c t to th
time, place and circumstances thereof, and the names J n W
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Assignment: Assignment of interest under this policy shall not bind the company until
of t h e i n u r e d
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tel^S68
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its consent is endorsed hereon,- if, however, the named insured shall die, such insurance as
Ured to the
is afforded by this policy shall apply (1) to the named insured's legal representative, as the
its authorized agents as soon as practicable
company or any of
named insured, but only while acting within the scope of his duties as such, and (2) with
If claim is made or suit is brought against the insm-oH 'iu • S U r e d sha,!
respect to the property of the named insured, to the person having proper temporary custody
forward to the company every demand, no t i c5ummons
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thereof, as insured, but only until the appointment and qualification OT the legal representahim or his representative.
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or other process received by
tive.
The insured shall cooperate with the company and unnn th.
in making settlements, in the conduct of suits L ? p ! 5 f n r C ? m p a n y s re(*uest' ass « s *
10. Cancellation: This policy may be cancelled by the named insured by surrender thereof
bution or indemnity against any person or orgaStation w h n Z T f ? ny r , 2 h t of contrito the company or any of its authorized agents or by mailing to the company written notice
y b e ,,a le to t h e i n s u
stating when thereafter the cancellation shall be effective. This policy may be cancelled
because of injury or damage with respect to w S i n , L ? , - ^
^d
,s a fo rded un
by the company by mailing to the named insured at the address shown in this policy, written
policy; and the insured shall attend hearings an I t/fflJ ^
•t .
^ this
notice stating when not less than ten days thereafter such cancellation shall be effective.
giving evidence and obtaining the attendance of w S « 4 ? T H ^ ,n l e c u r i n « and
The ,n
ured shaI1
The mailing of notice as aforesaid shall be sufficient proof of notice. The time of surrender
except at his own cost, voluntarily make any p a y m e T ^ n L
u?.
not,
gat n
or the effective date and hour of cancellation stated in the notice shall become the end of
any expense other than for first aid to others at the timeI'ofacJident^
' ° ° r incu '
the policy period. Delivery of such written notice either by the named insured or by the
Action Against Company: No action shall lie aeairKf thn ,
company shall be equivalent to mailing.
as a condi
•precedent thereto, there shall have been f complance *lW?%*'
'
11
t h e t e r m s of
icy, nor until the amount of the insured's obligation to 2SS !
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this
If the named insured cancels, earned premium shall be computed in accordance with the
customary short rate table and procedure. If the company cancels, earned premium shall be
led either by judgment against the insured after actual tria^nr hi'1 h?Xe been f i n a l , y ^terai t n a l or
computed
pro rata. Premium adjustment may be made either at the time cancellation is
ured, the claimant and the company.
°y written agreement of the
effected or as soon as practicable after cancellation becomes effective, but payment or
( person or organization or the legal representativp ih^t
u ,
tender of unearned premium is not a condition of cancellation.
nt or written agreement shall thereafter be entitled to rprnJ* 0 h 2 s secured such J"«*11. Declarations: By acceptance of this policy, the named insured agrees that the stateent of thei .insurance afforded by this policy No o-rson n" ver under this Policy to the
P0,lcy t0
ments in the declarations are his agreements and representations, that this policy is issued
l[Zie^
i° i n the company as a party to anv a r°Nrf ani2ation shal1 have *ny
in
reliance upon the truth of such representations and that this policy embodies all agreeirmine the insured's liability, nor shall the company be |m E Z T ^ ^he lnsured to
ments existing between himself and the company or any of its agents relating to this
7
impleaded by the insured or his insurance.
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of th,s po!lCy relating to ALL AUTOMOB.LE LMB.L.TY AND MED.CAL PAYMENTS .NSORANCE.
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P r o l a n s of th,s po!,cy re.at.ng to ALL AUTOMOB.LE LIABILITY AND MEDICAL PAYMENTS INSURANCE.

It is agreed that:
I.
This policy does not apply:
A. Under any Liability Coverage, to bodily injury or property damage
(1) with respect to which an insured under this oolicv is * ! « „ , „ i „ „ . J J
e d un
energy liability policy issued by Nuclea Enerev I f a h N i n ™
< f a nuclear
suran
Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters or N u C ? p L l nUr?
" Assoc.atiort,
nc
Canada, or would be an insured under any uch PoolirCy but
h , tfor
' f ltst f *™™«™ of
exhaustion of its limit of liability; or
termination upon
(2) resulting from the hazardous properties of nuclMr m,t.,;,i J 1L
(a) any person or organization i ; r" red t o * nfa ? ? „ „ a ^, W l f h ( r e s f e c t pt o wr shui acnht
to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, or any law amendah. Z e J i,rote
JLV^2. ?
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United States of America, or any agency the e o f u n d / r i ™ ,
?
by the United States of America, or any g e y tnereor
thereof Wltn
W . T 4 " 1 e " tered int-°
zation.
' * '
'
any person or organiB.

C.

Under any Medical Payments Coverage, or under anv Siinniom.nt. D
relating to first aid, to expenses incurred with resoecM S r y - -menU, Drovision
the hazardous properties of nuclear material and arili °? m f t W 1 r e s u l t n g from
g out of the
nuclear facility by any person or organization.
°P erat 'on of a
Under any Liability Coverage, to bodily injury or Pprooertv
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hazardous properties of nuclear material, if
& resulting from the
(1) the nuclear material (a) is at any nuclear facility nu,n«^ k
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NEW YORK EXCEPTION: The "Nuclear Energy Lfabf.ity Exclusion Endor,
^
™
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Canada, this exclusion (3) applies only to property damage to such nuclear facility
and any property thereat.
II. As used in this endorsement:
"hazardous properties" include radioactive, toxic or explosive properties;
"nuclear material" means source material, special nuclear material or byproduct material;
"source material", "special nuclear material", and "byproduct material" have the meanings
given them in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 or in any law amendatory thereof;
"spent fuel" means any fuel element or fuel component, solid or liquid, which has been
used or exposed to radiation in a nuclear reactor;
"waste" means any waste material (1) containing byproduct material and (2) resulting from
the operation by any person or organization of any nuclear facility included within the
definition of nuclear facility under paragraph (a) or (b) thereof;
"nuclear facility" means
(a) any nuclear reactor,
(b) any equipment or device designed or used for (1) separating the isotopes of uranium
or plutonium, (2) processing or utilizing spent fuel, or (3) handling, processing or
packaging waste,
(c) any equipment or device used for the processing, fabricating or alloying of special
• nuclear material if at any time the total amount of such material in the custody
of the Insured at the premises where such equipment or device is located consists
of or contains more than 25 grams of plutonium or uranium 233 or any combination thereof, or more than 250 grams of uranium 235,
(d) any structure, basin, excavation, premises or place prepared or used for the storage or disposal of waste,
and includes the site on which any of the foregoing is located, all operations conducted on
such site and ail premises used for such operations;
. *
"nuclear reactor" means any apparatus designed or used to sustain nuclear fission in a
self-supporting chain reaction or to contain a critical mass of fissionable material;
1
"property
includes
all forms
forms of
of radioactive
" T " " damage"
. ^ ' ™
' ^ s al.
radioactive contamination of property.

END0RSEMEN1
OCCUPANT HAZARD EXCLUDED

It is agreed that such insurance as is afforded by the policy for Bodily
Injury Liability does not apply to Bodily Injury including death at any time
resulting therefrom, sustained by any person while in or upon, entering or
alighting from the automobile.
It is further agreed that, in the event the company shall, because of provision of the Federal or State statutes become obligated to pay any sum or
sums of money because of such bodily injury or death resulting therefrom,
the insured agrees to reimburse the company for any and all loss, costs
and expenses paid or incurred by the company.

\t

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED - This endorsement is effective the same
date and hour as shown in Item 2 of the Policy Declarations and forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

Canal Insurance Company
Greenville, South Carolina

FormE-4

(Rev. 12-91)
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ENDORSEMENT
fr

A\

ERRONEOUS DELIVERY OF LIQUID PRODUCTS

It is agreed that the insurance with respect to any automobile does not apply to bodily
injury or property damage arising out of the delivery of any liquid product into a wrong
receptacle or to a wrong address or the erroneous delivery of one liquid product for another,
if the bodily injury or property damage occurs after such operations have been completed
or abandoned at the site of such delivery. Operations which may require further service or
maintenance work, or correction, repair or replacement because of performance at the
wrong address or because of any error, defect or deficiency, but which are otherwise
complete, shall be deemed completed.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED - This endorsement is effective the same
date and hour as shown in Item 2 of the Policy Declarations and forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

Canal Insurance Company
Greenville, South Carolina

FormE-18

(Rev. 1-94)

ENDORSEMENT

e

TRUCKMAN'S ENDORSEMENT

In consideration of the premium charged for the policy to which this
endorsement is attached, it is understood and agreed that no coverage is
extended to any person, firm or organization using the described
automobile pursuant to any lease, contract of hire, bailment, rental
agreement, or any similar contract or agreement either written or oral,
expressed or implied, the terms and provisions of the Insuring Agreement
III of Section A, entitled "Persons Insured" notwithstanding.

In the event the automobile described in this policy is being used or maintained pursuant to any lease, contract of hire, bailment, rental agreement
or any similar contract or agreement, either written or oral, expressed or
implied, the insurance afforded the named insured shall be excess insurance over any other insurance.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED - This endorsement is effective the same
date and hour as shown in Item 2 of the Policy Declarations and forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

Canal Insurance Company
Greenville, South Carolina

Form E-4S («)

(Rev. 12-91)

ENDORSEMENT
ir

^
UNINSUREDAJNDERINSURED MOTORIST INSURANCE
AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT - UTAH

II

SECTION C - UNINSURED MOTORISTS INSURANCE

11
||

PART 1

II

COVERAGE D - UNINSURED MOTORISTS - When property damage coverage Is requested
and shown in the declarations, the following is added:

I
I

I
||

Uninsured Motorists Coverage is amended to include property damage caused by accident and
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of an uninsured highway vehicle.

I

||
I
I

(1)

Property damage is defined as injury to or destruction of a covered owned "auto".
However, property damage does not includetossof use of the covered owned "auto" or
damage to personal property contained in the covered "auto".

I
I
|

I
I

(2)

Coverage does not apply to the first $250 of the amount of property damage to a covered
owned "auto" as a result of any one occurrence.

I

I
||

(3)

Coverage does not apply to property damage to any covered owned "auto" that is covered
by collision coverage.

I

I
I
\
•
I

(4)

I

PART1

I
||
I
I

PARTV

I
I
||
I
||
II

I

I
I

Regardless of the number of covered owned "autos", premiums paid, claims made or
vehicles involved in the accident, the most the company will pay for all damages resulting
from any one "occurrence" will be the lesser of $3,500 or the actual cash value of your
damaged "auto" at the time of the "occurrence". Any amount payable under this coverage
shall be reduced by all sums paid by or for anyone who is legally responsible.

I
|
|
I
I

Exclusions - The following is added:

I

(d)

I

to punitive or exemplary damages.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS - When underinsured motorist coverage is chosen on the
application and shown in the declarations, the following definition of "underinsured highway
vehicle" is added:

I
I
I

A highway vehicle with respect to the ownership, maintenance or use of which there is bodily
injury liability bond or insurance applicable at the time of the accident but which does not provide
at least the amount an insured is legally entitled to recover as damages resulting from "bodily
injury" caused by the accident. This coverage will pay only after all applicable liability bonds or
policies have been exhausted by judgments or payments.

I
I
I
I
I

CONDITIONS - (7) Subrogation - The following is added:

I

II

This applies only after the "insured" has been fully compensated for damages.

*

I
— *

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED - This endorsement is effective the same
date and hour as shown in Item 2 of the Policy Declarations and forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

Canal Insurance Company
Greenville, South Carolina

Form E-70 (ai) UT
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CANAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

PERSONAL INJURY PROTL TION ENDORSEMENT

P.O. Box 7 Gr»«nvi«e, South Carolina 29602

UTAH
/he Company agrees with the named insured, subject to all of the provisions in this endorsement and to all of the provisions of the policy except as
modified herein, as follows:

SECTION I
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION COVERAGE
The Company will pay personal injury protection benefits to or on behalf
of each eligible injured person for.
(a) medical expenses

(b) work loss,
(c) funeral expenses, and
(d) survivor loss
with respect to bodily injury sustained by an eligible injured person
caused by an accident involving the use of a motor vehicle as a motor

vehicle.
Exclusions

This coverage does not apply:
(a)

to injury sustained by the insured while "occupying" a "motor
vehicle" which is owned by or furnished for the regular use of the
insured or a resident family member of the insured and which is not
insured under the policy;
(b) to bodily Injury sustained by any person while operating the
Insured motor vehicle without the express or implied consent of
the insured or while not in lawful possession of the insured motor
vehicle;
(c) to bodily injury sustained by any person, if such person's conduct
contributed to his injury under either of the following circumstances;
(1) causing injury to himself intentionally, or
(2) while committing a felony;
(d) to bodily injury sustained by any person arising out of the use of any
motor vehicle while located for use as a residence or premises;
(e) to bodily Injury due to war, whether or not declared, civil war,
insurrection, rebellion or revolution, or to any act or condition
incident to any of the foregoing;
(f) to bodily injury resulting from the radioactive, toxic, explosive or
other hazardous properties of nuclear material;
(g) to bodily injury to pedestrians occuring outside the state of Utah,
(h) to loss of gross income and earning capacity coverage included in
the Work Loss Benefit for the named insured and his/her spouse
if such coverage is rejected on the application. If rejected, paragraph (a) under the definition of work loss of this endorsement is
deleted.

Definitions
When used in reference to this coverage:
"bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death
resulting therefrom;
"eligible injured person" means
(a) the named insured orany relative who sustains bodily injury caused
by an accident involving the use of any motor vehicle;
(b) any other person who sustains bodily injury caused by an accident
while:
(1) occupying the insured motor vehicle with the consent of the
insured, or
(2) occupying any other motor vehicle, other than a public or
livery conveyance, operated by the named insured or a
relative, or
(3) a pedestrian if the accident involves the use of the insured
motor vehicle;
"funeral expenses" means funeral, burial or cremation expenses incurred;

"insured" means the named Insured, the spouse or other relative of the
named Insured who resides in the same household as the named insured
inc'uding those who usually make their home in the same household but
temporarily live elsewhere, or any person using the described motor
vehicle with the permission, either expressed or implied, of the owner;
"insured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle with respect to which
(a) the bodily injury liability insurance of the policy applies and for
which a specific premium is charged, and
(b) the named insured is required to maintain security under the
provisions of Title 31 A, Utah Code Annotated;
"medical expenses" means the reasonable expenses incurred for
necessary medical, surgical, x-ray, dental and rehabilitation services,
including prosthetic devices, necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing
services, and any non-medical remedial care and treatment rendered in
accordance with a recognized religious method of healing; however, it
does not include expenses in excess of those for a semi-private room,
unless more intensive care is medically required;
"motor vehicle" means any vehicle of a kind required to be registered
with the Division of Motor Vehicles of the Utah State Tax Commission
under Title 41-1-19, Utah Code Annotated 1953 but excluding motorcycles, trailers and semi-trailers. However, personal injury benefits are
not excluded to an insured when injured by a motorcycle, trailer or semitrailer.
"named Insured" means the person or organization named in the
declarations;
"occupying" means being in or upon a motor vehicle as a passenger or
operator or engaged in the immediate acts of entering, boarding or
alighting from a motor vehicle;
"pedestrian" means any person not occupying orridingupon a motor
vehicle, other than any person occupying orridingupon a motorcycle;
"relative" means a spouse or any other person related to the named
insured by blood, marriage or adoption (including a ward or foster child)
who is a resident of the same household as the named insured or who
usually makes his home in the same household but temporarily lives
elsewhere;
"survivor loss" means compensation on account of the death of the
eligible injured person;
"work loss" means
(a) loss of income and loss of earning capacity by the eligible Injured
person during his or her lifetime, from inability to work during a
period commencing three days after the date of the loss of income
and earning capacity resulting from the bodily injury and continuing for a maximum of 52 consecutive weeks thereafter, provided that
if such eligible injured person's inability to work shall so continue
for in excess of a total of two consecutive weeks after the date of the
loss of income and earning capacity resulting from the bodily
injury, this three day elimination period shall not be applicable, and
(b) an allowance for services actually rendered or expenses reasonably
incurred that, but for the bodily injury, the eligible injured person
would have performed during his or her lifetime for his or her
household commencing three days after the date of the bodily
injury and continuing for a maximum of 365 consecutive days
thereafter, provided if such eligible injured person's inability to
perform such services shall continue for in excess of 14 consecutive
days after the date of bodily injury, this three day elimination period
shall not be applicable.
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Regardless of the number of persons insured, policies or bonds applicable, claims made, or Insured motor vehicles
Vhich this coverage
applies, the Company's liaoility for personal injury p. otection benefits with
respect to bodily injury sustained by any one eligible Injured person in
any one motor vehicle accident, is limited as follows:
1.
the maximum amount payable for medical expenses shall not
exceed $3,000;
2.

3.
4.
5.

(a)
(b)

E.

the maximum amount payable for work loss is
(a) eighty-five per cent of any loss of gross income and earning
capacity, not to exceed the total of $250 per week;
(b) $20 per day for inability to perform services for his household;
the maximum amount payable for funeral expenses shall not exceed $1,500;
the amount payable for survivor loss is $3,000 and is payable only
to natural persons who are the eligible Injured person's heirs;
any amount payable by the Company under the terms of this
coverage shall be reduced by the amount paid, payable, or required
to be provided on account of such bodily Injury
under any workmen's compensation plan or any similar statutory
plan.
by the United States or any of its agencies because of his or her
being on active duty in the military services;

F.

Conditions
A.

B.

C.

D.

Action Against Company. No action shall lie against the Company
unless as a condition precedent thereto, there shall have been full
compliance with all the terms of this coverage.
Notice. In the event of an accident, written notice containing
particulars sufficient to identify the eligible injured person, and
also reasonably obtainable information respecting the time, place
and circumstances of the accident shall be given by or on behalf of
each eligible injured person to the Company or any of its authorized agents as soon as practicable. If any eligible injured person,
his legal representative or his survivors shall institute legal action to
recover damages for bodily Injury against a person or organization
who is or may be liable in tort therefor, a copy of the summons and
complaint or other process served in connection with such legal
action shall be forwarded as soon as practicable to the Company by
such eligible Injured person, his legal representative, or his
survivors.
Medical Reports; Proof of Claim. As soon as practicable the
eligible Injured person or someone on his behalf shall give to the
Company written proof of claim, under oath if required, including full
particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries and treatment
received and contemplated, and such other information as may
assist the Company in determining the amount due and payable.
The eligible Injured person shall submit to physical and mental
examinations by physicians selected by the Company when and as
often as the Company may reasonably require.
Subrogation. In the event of any payment under this coverage, the
Company is subrogated to the rights of the person to whom or for
whose benefit such payments were made, to the extent of such
payments, and such person must execute and deliver instruments
and papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such rights.
Such person shall do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights.

G.

Reimbursement and Trust Agreement. In the event of any
payment to any person under this coverage:
1. the Compai
\a\\ be entitled to the extent of such payment to
the proceeds uc any settlement or judgment that may result from
the exercise of any rights of recovery of such person against
any person or organization legally responsible for the bodily
injury because of which such payment is made; and the
Company shall have a lien to the extent of such payment, notice
of which may be given to the person or organization causing
such bodily injury, his agent, his insurer or a court having
jurisdiction in the matter;
2. such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of the Company all
rights of recovery which he shall have against such other
person or organization because of such bodily injury;
3. such person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall do
nothing after loss to prejudice such rights;
4. such person shall execute and deliver to the Company instruments and papers as may be appropriate to secure the rights
and obligations of such person and the Company established
by this provision.
Non-Duplication of Benefits; Other Insurance. No eligible
injured person shall recover duplicate benefits for the same
elements of loss under this or any similar insurance.
In the event that an eligible injured person who is a named
insured, a relative, or who is injured in an accident involving the use
of an Insured motor vehicle, has other similar insurance available
and applicable to the accident, the maximum recovery under all
such insurance shall not exceed the amount which would have been
payable under the provisions of the insurance providing the highest
dollar limit, and the Company shall not be liable for a greater
proportion of any loss to which this coverage applies than the limit
of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the applicable limits of
liability of this coverage and such other insurance,
in the event that an eligible injured person, other than a named
insured, relative, or a person who is injured in an accident involving
the use of an insured motor vehicle, has other similar insurance
available and applicable to the accident, the coverage provided
under this endorsement shall be excess over such other insurance.
Arbitration. If the insured under the policy is or would be held
legally liable for the personal injuries sustained by any person to
whom benefits under personal injury protection have been paid by
another insurer, including the Workers' Compensation Fund of
Utah, the insurer of the person who would be held legally liable shall
reimburse the other insurer for the payment, but not in excess of the
amount of damages recoverable, and the issue of liability for that
reimbursement and its amount shall be decided by mandatory,
binding arbitration between the insurers.

SECTION II
The premium for the policy is based on rates which have been established
in reliance upon the limitations on the right to recover for damages
imposed by the provisions of Title 31 A, Utah Code Annotated. In the event
a court of competent jurisdiction declares or enters a judgment, the effect
of which is to render the provisions of such act invalid or unenforceable
in whole or in part, the Company shall have the right to recompute the
premium payable for the policy and the provisions of this endorsement
shall be voidable or subject to amendment at the option of the Company.
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ENDORSEMENT
SINGLE LIMIT OF LIABILITY
COVERAGES
Bodily Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability
Uninsured and Underinsured Motorist Coverage
It is agreed that the provisions of the policy captioned "LIMITS OF LIABILITY" relating to Bodily
Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability are amended to read as follows:
LIMITS OF LIABILITY
Regardless of the number of (1) insureds under this policy, (2) persons or organizations who
sustain bodily injury or property damage, (3) claims made or suits brought on account of
bodily injury or property damage or (4) automobiles to which this policy applies, the
company's liability is limited as follows:
Bodily Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability:
The limit of liability stated in the schedule of the policy as applicable to "each occurrence" is
the total limit of the company's liability for all damages because of bodily injury, including
damages for care and loss of services, or property damage as a result of any one occurrence, provided that with respect to any one occurrence for which notice of this policy is given
in lieu of security or when this policy is certified as proof of financial responsibility under the
provisions of the Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Law of any state or province such limit
of liability shall be applied to provide the separate limits required by such law for bodily injury
liability and for property damage liability to the extent of the coverage required by such law,
but the separate application of such limit shall not increase the total limit of the company's
liability.
Uninsured and Underinsured Motorist Coverage:
Whenever Uninsured and/or Underinsured Motorist Coverage has been purchased, Combined
Single Limits will be amended to afford Split Limits as required by law.
EXCESS POLICY
IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED THAT WHEN THE POLICY TO WHICH THIS
ENDORSEMENT IS ATTACHED IS AN EXCESS POLICY, THE COMPANY'S LIMIT OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED 100% OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRIMARY OR
UNDERLYING LIMITS OF LIABILITY AS STATED IN THE POLICY AND TOTAL LIMITS OF
PRIMARY AND EXCESS.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED - This endorsement is effective the same
date and hour as shown in Item 2 of the Policy Declarations and forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

Canal Insurance Company
Greenville, South Carolina
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UNIFORM MOTOR CARRIER BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY
INSURANCE ENDORSEMENT
LIABILITY
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^INDORSEMENT

OMB NO. 2125-0074

ENDORSEMENT FOR
MOTOR CARRIER POLICIES OF INSURANCE FOR PUBLIC LIABILITY
UNDER SECTIONS 29 AND 30 OF THE MOTOR CARRIER ACT OF 1980
DEFINITIONS AS USED IN THIS ENDORSEMENT
ACCIDENT includes continuous or repeated exposure to conditions which results !n bodily injury, property damage, or environmental damage which
the insured neither expected nor intended.
MOTOR VEHICLE means a land vehicle, machine, truck, tractor, trailer, or semitrailer propelled or drawn by mechanical power and used on a highway
for transporting property, or any combination thereof.
BODILY INJURY includes injury to the body, sickness, or disease to any person, including death resulting from any of these.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION means restitution for the loss, damage or destruction of natural resources arising out of the accidental discharge,
dispersal, release or escape into or upon the land, atmosphere, watercourse, or body of water, of any commodity transported by a motor carrier. This
shall include the cost of removal and the cost of necessary measures taken to minimize or mitigate damage to human health, the natural environment,
fish, shellfish and wildlife.
PROPERTY DAMAGE includes damage to or loss of use of tangible property.
PUBLIC LIABILITY means liability for bodily injury, property damage, and environmental restoration.
The insurance policy to which this endorsement is attached provides automobile liability insurance and is amended to assure compliance by the insured,
within the limits stated herein, as a motor carrier of property, with Sections 29 and 30 of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 and the rules and regulations of
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC).
In consideration of the premium stated in the policy to which this endorsement is attached, the insurer (the company) agrees to pay, within the limits of
liability described herein, any final judgment recovered against the insured for public liability resulting from negligence in the operation, maintenance or
use of motor vehicles subject to the financial responsibility requirements of Sections 29 and 30 of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 regardless of whether or
not each motor vehicle is specifically described in the policy and whether or not such negligence occurs on any route or in any territory authorized to be
served by the insured or elsewhere. Such insurance as is afforded for public liability does not apply to injury to or death of the insured's employees
while engaged in the course of their employment, or property transported by the insured, designated as cargo.
It is understood and agreed that no condition, provision, stipulation, or limitation contained in the policy, this endorsement, or any other endorsement
thereon, or violation thereof, shall relieve the company from liability or from the payment of any final judgment, within the limits of liability herein
described, irrespective of the financial condition, insolvency or bankruptcy of the insured. However, all terms, conditions, and limitations in the policy to
which the endorsement is attached shall remain in full force and effect as binding between the insured and the company. The insured agrees to
reimburse the company for any payment made by the company on account of any accident, claim, or suit involving a breach of the terms of the policy,
and for any payment that the company would not have been obligated to make under the provisions of the policy except for the agreement contained in
this endorsement.
It is further understood and agreed that, upon failure of the company to pay any final judgment recovered against the insured as provided herein, the
judgment creditor may maintain an action in any court of competent jurisdiction against the company to compel such payment.
The limits of the company's liability for the amounts prescribed in this endorsement apply separately to each accident and any payment under the policy
because of any one accident shall not operate to reduce the liability of the company for the payment of final judgments resulting from any other accident.
The policy to which this endorsement is attached provides primary or excess insurance, as indicated by MX", for the limits shown:
This insurance is primary and the company shall not be liable for amounts in excess of $ 750,000 CSL for each accident.
X
This insurance is excess and the company shall not be liable for amounts in excess of $
for each accident in excess of the
underlying limit of $
for each accident.
Whenever required by the FHWA or the ICC the company agrees to furnish the FHWA or the ICC a duplicate of said policy and all its endorsements.
The company also agrees, upon telephone request by an authorized representative of the FHWA or the ICC, to verify that the policy is in force as of a
particular date. The telephone number to call is 803-242-5365.
Cancellation of this endorsement may be effected by the company or the insured by giving (1) thirty five (35) days notice in writing to the other party
(said 35 days to commence from the date the notice is mailed, proof of mailing shall be sufficient proof of notice), and (2) if the insured is subject to the
ICC's jurisdiction, by providing thirty (30) days notice to the ICC (said 30 days notice to commence from the date notice is received by the ICC at its
office in Washington, D.C.).

Issued to ALLEN CERMACK DBA KC TRUCKING of 634 SOUTH 800 WEST #33 PAYSON, UT 84651
Dated at OREM,, UT

this
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Countersigned by

._

Authorized Company Representative
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The Motor Carrier Act of 1980 requires limits of. ^ncial responsibility according to type of carnage ana commodity transported by the motor carrier.
It is the MOTOR CARRIER'S obligation to obtain the required limits of financial responsibility.
THE SCHEDULE OF LIMITS SHOWN BELOW DOES NOT PROVIDE COVERAGE.
The limits shown in this schedule are for information purposes only.

SCHEDULE OF LIMITS
Public Liability
Combined SingU3 Limit (CSL)
Type of Carriage

Commodity Transported

July 1,1981

July 1,1984

(1) For-hire
(in interstate or foreign
commerce)

Property (Non-hazardous)

$500,000

$750,000

(2) For-hire and Private
(in interstate, foreign or
intrastate commerce)

Hazardous substances as defined in 49 CFR
171.8, transported in cargo tanks, portable tanks,
or hopper-type vehicles with capacities in excess
of 3,500 water gallons; or in bulk Class A and B
explosives, poison gas (Poison A), liquefied
compressed gas, or compressed gas; or highway
route controlled quantity radioactive materials as
defined in 49 CFR 173.455

$1,000,000

$5,000,000

Oil listed in 49 CFR 172.101; hazardous waste,
hazardous materials and hazardous substances
defined in 49 CFR 171.8 and listed in 49 CFR
172.101, but not mentioned in (2) above or (4)
below

$500,000

$1,000,000

Any quantity of Class A or B explosives; any
quantity of poison gas (Poison A); or highway
route controlled quantity radioactive materials as
defined in 49 CFR 173.455

$1,000,000

$5,000,000

(3) For-hire and Private
(in interstate or foreign
commerce; in any
quantity)
(in intrastate commerce;
in bulk only)
(4) For-hire and Private
(in interstate or foreign
commerce)

1

Note - The type of carriage listed under numbers (1), (2), and (3) applies to vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating
of 10,000 pounds or more. The type of carriage listed under number (4) applies to all vehicles with a gross vehicle weight
rating of less than 10,000 pounds.
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CERTIFICATE OF HAND-DELIVERY
On this 'jjy

day of July , 2001,1 caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing

Brief of Appellant to be hand-delivered to the following:

Trent J. Waddoups
CARR & WADDOUPS
8 East Broadway, Suite 609
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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